Reviews are in, and Magic at the Edge is a Hit!
A magician with a mission, Jeff McBride opens first close-up ultra lounge
It's one of the most stunning and incredible illusions you can imagine. Acclaimed magician Jeff McBride
rolls up his sleeves to his shoulders to prove there is absolutely nothing there at all. Then hundreds of
playing cards individually appear from his fingertips, pour from his mouth and race from his arms and
elbows. He then flicks them at Guinness Book of World Records speed so fast they actually bounce off the
floor…. It's not just mind-boggling -- it's mind-numbing.
And that’s just one of the absolutely amazing, electrifying feats of high-skill theatrics that Jeff pulls off at
his brand new Magic at the Edge show he debuted this past weekend at the Palace Station.

Robin Leach

Jeff McBride brings drama and a Kabuki theme to close-up magic in his show
at Palace Station.
The magician… frames his illusions with elements of Japanese Kabuki theater and mime. McBride turns
the coziness of the Sound Trax club to his advantage with close-up illusions, staging them with theatrical
lighting and music. Charming -- refreshingly original!
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“Magic at the Edge” stars Jeff McBride, an extraordinary entertainer who
will amaze you.
Las Vegas magician Jeff McBride offers a magic show with a twist — after each performance Friday and
Saturday night at Palace Station, the 150-seat showroom turns into the “after show,” billed as McBride’s
Wonderground…, features celebrity guest magicians, performance artists, uncommon variety acts, a
psychic sideshow, celebrity interaction — and a dance featuring DJ Leo Diaz.
McBride is one of the most creative magicians around. When he toured Japan at age 16, he became
fascinated with Kabuki Theater and has blended it into the show. He creates some amazing routines with
fast-paced mask changes, which become a form of magic in his hands — said to be among the fastest in
the business. McBride’s specialty is sleight of hand, and his show does not disappoint. The production is
more than magic; its art and interaction. He seems to have as much fun as the fans.
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McBride delivers on every level.
McBride’s show dramatically incorporates so many wonderful elements: Japanese kabuki theatre,
costumes, martial arts, dance, mime, music, sleight of hand, the clever use of masks and fans, as well as
fun interactions with the audience and a young volunteer. Combined, they create an utterly different and
mesmerizing experience.
You need to discover McBride’s amazing display of magic for yourself. If you love magic, do not miss his
show at Palace Station. The charismatic and talented magician is bound to surprise you with his
distinctive style, delivery and content, a rarity that is hard to match.
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